Ford expedition transmission

If your Ford Expedition Eddie Bauer edition slips when pulling away from a stop, chatters when
you put it in reverse, or dies when you pull up to a stop light or sign, you may have a problem
with your automatic transmission. Most manuals like Chilton won't help you with a diagnosis. If
you have recently flushed your transmission and replaced it with a clean filter and fluid, and if
the fuses and relays under the dash and in the engine compartment test out okay, it's likely that
your transmission problem is electronic and not mechanical. Troubleshooting the PCM is a
complex job that requires some special test equipment that the average do-it-yourselfer does
not haveâ€”nor is cost effective for them to purchase. However, it is possible to figure out what
is wrong, so that you have a good idea of what to tell your mechanic when you bring your
Expedition in for service. Using all of these inputs signals, the powertrain control module can
determine when the time and conditions are right for a shift, or when to apply or release the
torque converter clutch. It will also determine the best line pressure needed to optimize shift
feel. To accomplish this, the powertrain control module uses six output solenoids to control
transmission operation. When your Ford Expedition stalls at a stop, just as it would if it had a
manual transmission and you neglected to push in the clutch, that's a sign that one of the
solenoids is malfunctioning or has gone out. Usually, the culprit is a bad torque converter
control TCC solenoid. Here is brief description of each of the sensors and actuators used by the
PCM for transmission operation:. Matthew Wright. Matthew Wright has been a freelance writer
and editor for over 10 years and an automotive repair professional for three decades
specializing in European vintage vehicles. Updated January 06, Discussion in ' 3rd Gen - - '
started by brett nopper , Dec 28, Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses
cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More.
Transmission leak Discussion in ' 3rd Gen - - ' started by brett nopper , Dec 28, Dec 28, at PM 1.
Attached is a pic showing the area leaking, any help is appreciated. Dec 29, at AM 2. Anybody
have any common areas to check? Dec 29, at PM 3. What year? Dec 29, at PM 4. Dec 29, at PM 5.
Dec 29, at PM 6. Dec 29, at PM 7. Electric power steering units shouldn't leak fluid, must be
something else. Dec 29, at PM 8. Engine oil changed recently? May be residual from the filter
change. Dec 29, at PM 9. I'll have to get in there later today and see if thats the case. Dec 29, at
PM Ok,check all the lines you can above the unit also, could be a different source. Hopefully it's
not the PS unit that's actually leaking. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? It looks like you're
new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. January edited July in Ford. While driving recently, the "off" light on
the overdrive switch started blinking. After driving a little farther the service engine soon light
came on. I just finished changing the oil and filter but the problem still exists. See also:
Automatic Transmissions: What makes them work? January I was just wondering if you fixed
this problem yet. If you did could you please tell me what part did you replace. Was it the TTC
solenoid??? Thank you very much for any information. Regards Patrick. Yes it was the TTC
solenoid. My mechanic order the part but after it came in, it was the wrong one. Luckily, he had
the very same trans. He installed it over a week ago and everythings working fine. He even gave
me the same 1 year warranty on the used part!! Good luck. February I have a Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer, 5. It is clean with NO problems of ANY kind since I bought 2 months ago, as a
matter of fact the car was driven from Boston to washington d. However, yesterday I noticed
some little resistance in its movement and today the truck refuses to advance or reverse and
people says it is the transmission. I checked the transmission fluid and there was a fluid in it,
however the engine oil level was very low, so I immediately added some engine oil and trans
fluid but the truck still will not move forward or backward. In order not to cause further damage,
I had the truck towed to my mechanic and who also says that since the truck will not moves, it
must be a trans problem. I just added a remote start security alarm system, crime stopper, and a
dvd player on saturday and the trans problem start on sunday I am just wondering if it could be
something else or maybe something that does not require another trans, or maybe there is
something else that can be tested or checked on the truck before buying another trans, and if
the need be that I must buy a new trans, if there is any suggestions, advice or any helpful hints,
tips. Any suggestions will be greatly appreciated. April I have the same Expy as you do, and I
believe that from experience that yes you will soon need service to the trans. I bought mine in
October from a leasing company company service records were complete and within the first
month the trans completely failed. It started out slowly, but soon I noticed that the trans fluid
was filled with metallic particles, and was dark, and burnt. If possible try to get a completed
replacement instead of a repair. Yes I tried everything including prayer, but prayer and a cheap
replacement did the trick. Thanks Mr jackbp for your reply. I just wish I knew a little bit more

about these trucks before I bought one. Now, upon getting the truck back I noticed it was very
low at the back. The mechanic mentioned that this was due to the air suspension and he said I
should have turned it off before getting the truck towed to them but he said he had turn it off
and back on that within days the car will rise back to normal height, it is been a week now
however the car rides was so bumpy and shaking that I took the truck back to the shop the next
day. Right now, I am just fed up with the truck and all the expenses, I mean how can a common
tow cause the pump to shut out completely to the point of replacement? I believe something as
simple as turning off suspension switch should not that much, anyway I am on my second
prayer for miracle. Any idea, suggestions and advise will be greatly appreciated. Is the "Check
Suspension" light on? Did you check the switch that turns the inflation pump on and off? It is
located in the front passenger footwell, on the right side wall up under the dash. Did you check
the associated fuses? Yes sir, the check suspension light is on, I check the switch and switch
on and off couple of time with no luck. They told me all the fuses are okay, that the problem is
that the pump is burnt out and the relay is bad. Thanks and God bless. Sorry to hear about that.
I had a coupler fail under the hood last year, but the pump still worked. When it failed, it
sounded like the air brakes on a truck going pffffft, and down went the back end. Thank you. I
have my truck at the dealer now, will be picking it up tomorrow. Have a nice wknd. Have had my
new Expedition EL in the shop for the last month trying to figure out what is wrong with
transmission. Picked it up for a few hours 2 times and brought it back for same problems even
though they said they fixed it. Bought it in November. Trying to work with ford on either a
replacement or refund but they want me to pay for taxes, all fees and mileage put on vehicle.
Would be about I don't feel I should be penalized for buying a lemon. Has anyone else been
having problems with theirs. Feels like it is slipping also mine had a bolt put on wrong from
factory that led to breakdown and fluid all over the back of truck. Thanks for your help. I've had
my 07 Expy EB EL for about the time frame and have had only one minor issue with the DVD
player of all things and that was taken care of quickly. I posted this in another forum but here
goes. I live in the Alaska interior with temps in the winter that dip around degrees. My vehicle
even sat outside over night several times. Zero issues with the tranny or anything else but the
DVD player. Several buddies have old and new Chevy's suburbans which many of had tranny
issues with the cold. This is my first Ford vehicle, I was VERY leery at first, but the truck has
done so well given the harsh conditions, I'm not trying to beat the Ford drum, cause Murphy's
law says as soon as I post this my Expy will spontaneously cumbust, but the new Fords I've
seen up here have done real well. I'd purchase again if I had to Sorry about your problems, hope
Ford takes care of you, our dealer up here has been decent. I'll ask around to see if anyone else
in my unit has had any tranny issues We all just came off deployment and went out to reward
ourselves Most noticeable when starting up a hill giving it the gas to maintain current speed.
Seems to be a drivetrain issue - not an RPM issue. I have had a check engine light on for a few
weeks. Ran that code and its the EGR and all associated with it. The engine rpm stays stable no cutout- during acceleration. If I bury the gas in frustration the jerking seems to be a bit less.
May I just spent 2. I drove it 15 miles in to town and then the transmission began to slip. I would
be at stop signs and would lay into the accelerator but wouldn't budge an inch. Then as I would
cruise and try to accelarte from 20 - 30 the transmission would act as if it was slipping. Really
concerned as this is my first time buying a domestic car. Tommorw I thin I am going back tot he
dealer and asking for my old car back and drive down to the nissan dealership for an armada.
June Yes, We have had the same problem. What did they say was actually wrong with it? All I
get is thats the way they are and they can't fix it. No one will even physically check the
transmission. They just drive and say oh well. I also have issues with the traction control
system. I will be driving down the road and it will go on by itself. Feels like you lost all brake
control. Everytime i drive it to the dealer and they can't figure it out. Very frustrated! My Ford
Expedition EL 4x4 has been having issues with the traction control system. It comes on by itself
when its not needed. But if you press the button to activate it nothing happens. It is very
startling because it feels like you have lost brake control. Has anyone had this happen? I
purchased my last year it had about 19, miles about a month or two of having it it started
making a clunking noise when you brake. So I took it in and of course it wouldn't make the
noise. They did check the brakes and all was fine. Two days later the noise was back. This time
they heard it. I got my truck back in 2 days. I was told there was some loose bolts and
something with the differential. They claim to have fixed the problem. I took my truck back at
least three more time to no avail. I got on the Ford website and e-mailed customer service with
my problem. They have had my truck for 2 weeks now. I was told it was the sunshell inside the
transmission. I have asked several mechanics what a sunshell is and no one seems to know
what that is. Has anyone ever heard of a sunshell. For all who lives in California there is a
Lemon Law if you take your car back for the same thing at least 4 times. I will be taking

advantage of this once my truck is returned because I know that noise will still be there. My was
returned to me on the 20th and on the 21st it was right back at the dealer. They assured us that
everything was fine. The noise was back but louder. I bought a lemon not an expedition. Is
anyone having this same problem? I have had the same problem. It's been in once and they
"fixed" it but the problem was back 2 weeks later. I am so frustrated. Am putting the truck back
in this week. It's so hard not to have a car so I have put off the return service on my vehicle.
What has been your final result? July I have a EL loaded. First problem was backing my boat
into my garage. Slight hill on driveway, engine would lose power and even roll forward a bit
Later happened backing out of steep driveway at lake Pulling boat out of water, same thing only
forwards I won't bring it home without something being fixed.. I have a Expedition 4. Does it
have one? August My Expedition just had its tranny fail at 48, miles. Check engine lights have
nothing to do with any vehicle system other than emissions related items. The low oil condition
was probably not what was causing the light to come on. A flashing check engine light usually
means a very serious condition that could result in damage to the cat. September Just lost mine
at 70, I have a Limited Exped. Same problems. I told my husband it was hesitating upon
acceleration the very first day I drove it. Nope, that is just the larger engine, I was told. I was
stopped at a stop sign on an enbankment and when I went to pull out, entire vehicle shut off.
Nice huh? Today, sitting at red light, went to accelerate, start jumping like when a belt is
slipping on something. Going in shop tonight!! Has anyone gotten a resolution to their
transmission issues?? Just for your info, the and the Expeditions have different transmissions.
I'm just interested if to know if Johnf had his transmission serviced as required in the manual.
There is a TSB for that problem. Let the dealer know. Look at this message, down a bit is a scan
of the technical service bulletin that addresses the issue. We had the same problem! Let your
dealer know there is a TSB out for the transmission. The mechanic at our dealership after
numerous attempts of trying to re-create the problem weren't sucessful decided to see if there
was a TSB issued Thanks so much for your post They performed an upload program into my
Expedition EL and so far so good. Transmission tech said that he has seen quite a few of these
and only a few require the new part from Ford. My tech said if it continues, the next step will be
to replace the part. I'm crossing my fingers! I was just wanting to know if anyone can tell me if
there is a TSB on the Expediton tranny? I have one that just went out at 40, miles. I am not sure
about you guys but I am not happy with my ford right now or Ford Motor company for that
matter. I guess since people don't die from tranny problems, Ford will never recall them. Help
me please. October I have a 98 expedition 4. Last winter I discovered that when I try to put in
into 4 high or low it isn't engaging. The lights on the dash are lighting up as they should but the
system is not engaging. I am being told it is problably the transfer case shifting motor. I wanted
some more advice before I replace We just bought a with 28, miles 5 wks ago. It's now back at
the dealer for transmission problems both upshift and downshift and we're waiting to hear from
the Ford rep. At first they couldn't duplicate the problem sound familiar? I can't imagine the
clunk and hard shift on ice; you would think they would see this as a safety issue. Not picking it
up until it's fixed! After reading this forum I guess we are in for a battle. Ours did not start with a
clunk and hard shift, we now realize that it started months ago with just a strange sound. We are
suppose to get ours back today, make sure that you do not pick it up until the transmission is
changed. We were told there was nothing wrong with ours when it was still under warranty. We
do love our truck but not sure that keeping it is the right thing to do. Many transmission shops
also work on t cases, I would ck there. My 99 Expedition started doing the same thing. The
blinking has been intermitent. It usually starts blinking when I hit 45MPH. Today, I drove it to see
if maybe it just needed to warm up more and drove for more than 20 miles without the light
blinking and took it up to 70MPH and no blinking. Upon entering my neighborhood it started
blinking again. Any ideas? It drives and shifts fine. November I too have had this problem with
my 07 Expedition Limited. My vehicle has been in the shop 4 times for this problem and they are
actually telling me there is no solution at this time. Thanks to your comments I will be at the
dealership tomorrow AM to bring them this new information. Hopefully they will fix the problem
or my next step will be to file a complaint with the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles Leamon
Law Department. Thanks again for your comments. There is a new TSB out of the hesitation
problem. Here it is. This TSB fixes the bump while braking to a stop and reduces the incidence
of tip-in hesitation when accelerating from a stop. This TSB fixes the bump while braking to a
stop issue. The harsh bump while braking to a stop will be eliminated. Several days of driving is
required for the transmission to fully adapt. This new calibration is not included in the VCM
Calibration files may also be obtained at Since the TCM cannot be independently
reprogrammed, reprogram the PCM to ensure that engine and transmission calibrations are
updated to the latest level simultaneously. Using IDS: 1. Open Toolbox. Choose Powertrain.
Choose Reset KAM. Then Choose TCM. Using PDS: 1. Choose all Tests and Calibrations. Drive

unit to perform adaptive shift strategy learn: 1. Accelerate from rest with light throttle. The , ,
and shifts must occur at engine speeds between RPM. Brake gently to a complete stop and hold
foot on brake for at least 15 seconds. Repeat Steps a-c a total of five 5 times. Warranty coverage
limits are determined by the identified causal part. The delearship is working on the problem. I
have been driving a model Expedition, same style and let me tell you there is a huge difference
in the way the automobile drives and handles itself from the I am throughly upset at the fact I
was sold a defective vehicle at top dollar price. It is a shame Ford was not more upfront with
me, even when bringing the vehicle back for the 5th time they tried to tell me that they were
waiting for Ford to send out a TSB. It wasn't until I told them that I was blogging on the net and
had downloaded other buyers complaints for the same problem and new there was an existing
TSB for this problem. Only then did they take me serious. Thanks again for the information I will
keep this as my secret weapon incase the problem is not corrected. I am having problems with
the transmission on my truck and every thing I have been reading has happed to me. But when I
drive it from a stop it will not go into 2nd and I have to pull over and turn the truck off and start
it to go on my way this has happed 5 times all at different times. And when I pull out of the drive
way the tiers spins back. And now it is making a wining noise. By the way it only has miles on it
and I never pull anything with it. Call the Ford customer service number in the owners manual.
Tell them this is a dangerous situation and you have tried to inform your dealer and they are
ignoring you. Be persistent but unemotional. If you can, video the truck acting up. Tell Ford you
are aware of many TSB's for this transmission. If none of this gets you any response, look up
your states lemon law and file the paper work. This wakes up Ford on a lot of cases. It doesn't
cost anything and it doesn't take long. People spend a lot of money for a new car and I do not
have a money tree growing in my back yard. I hope to hear from other people if Ford did fix the
problem or did they get a new truck and if so , how did you do it. I will file paper work for the
lemon law in S. A Texas. December I just experienced the same symptoms today and believe it
would be something in the transfer case. What was the problem with your gearbox? Regards,
-Omar. I have a Expedition that I bought brand new. I have had it serviced at the dealer since
then for all major services. I have 60, miles on it. I manually pused the overdirve button and was
able to shift the car in and out of overdrive, so it was working. When they checked the codes
they said it was a sensor on the transmission. Then they called back and explained that when
they opened up the transmission they found metal chunks that were fairly large. They tore apart
the transmission and replaced the torque converter and 4 clutch bands I think that is what the
said. They said the front clutch was burned up? Within a few miles I called back and they said
bring it in the next week. I did and now they found that the PCM is bad. What is interesting is
that the same codes showed up the second time. Now I have asked the dealer to consider that
the damages that I paid for before were caused by the failed PCM. He disagreed no surprise and
s
how to read aircraft wiring diagrams
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wiring diagrams for hot water heaters
aid that he has never seen a PCM cause transmission problems. Is that true? Can I get them to
pay for part of the transmission repair? I think you call that "consequential damages"? Well
John that is a hard question to answer because only the dealer knows what the codes were
before and after. The only way a pcm can damage a transmission is not commanding sufficient
line pressure rise causing clutches and bands to slip under throttle. I have a Expedition with 40,
miles. The vehicle just underwent a routine service which included a transmission "service".
Two weeks later the transmission starts slipping in drive but not reverse. I take it back to Ford
and was told the transmission is bad. When diagnosing the problem, I'm told the "forward
clutch seal" went bad and will need to be replaced. Is there such a "part"? If so, is this a
reasonable price to fix the transmission? Yikes, for that price you could get your tranny rebuilt!
I might get a second opinion. Sign In or Register to comment.

